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Lexis Conferences invites all the participants from all over the world to
attend “World Congress on Women Oncology and Nursing Care”
during November 23-24, 2020 in Miami, USA.

This conference will offer you uncommon prospects to arrange with
Academic and Clinical oncology Specialists, Clinical oncology
Researchers, Medical Research Departments, Faculty of Health
Sciences, C-level authority, Faculty of Healthcare, Deans, Professors
and PhD Students from Medical Universities. It is an overall stage to
look at and get some answers concerning Fostering and Latest
Innovations in Women Cancer Diagnosis. Biomarkers on the other
hand, give a dynamic and incredible way to deal with understanding
the range of ailments with evident applications in systematic the study
of disease transmission, biomarkers and clinical research in sickness
avoidance, conclusion and illness the executives. Biomarkers have the
extra potential to recognize people powerless to specific sicknesses. In
the on-going years, the data about malignancy biomarkers has
expanded to a great extent giving an immense potential to enhancing
the administration of disease patients by enhancing the exactness of
recognition and viability of treatment. This meeting additionally
incorporates symposia and workshop occasions and especially urges to

spread the information of steady disclosures and logical research
refreshes in nowadays.

Cancer profiling market is projected to reach USD 12.4 billion by 2024
from USD 7.5 billion in 2019, at a CAGR of 10.5%. Growth in this
market is driven by the growing incidences of cancer across the globe
and the increasing use of biomarkers in tumor profiling. Other market
drivers include an increase in cancer research & funding and
technological advancements in profiling technologies.
About Venue:

Miami, City of Miami-Dade County, southeastern Florida, U.S.A
primary transportation and business hub, Miami is a leading resort
and Atlantic Ocean port situated on Biscayne Bay at the mouth of the
Miami River. The downtown skyline of Miami features a modern look,
with a large collection of gleaming glass-walled skyscrapers accented
with neon lighting at night. The Brickell neighborhood just south of
the city’s historic central business district, became one of Miami’s
fastest-growing neighborhoods and is the city’s major financial district.
More than 70 percent of the population is Hispanic/Latino. Indeed, the
city’s familiarity to Latin America is especially well represented in its
ethnic neighborhoods. The Little Havana district, just west of
downtown, expanded as a largely Cuban enclave within the city. Its
yearly Calle Ocho festival (March; part of the Carnaval Miami
celebration) draws large crowds of visitors. A typical climate helps to
make Miami one of America’s great winter resorts, and tourism is a
major component of the city’s economy. The miles of shoreline are
lined with glittering skyscraper hotels and are dotted with marinas,
yacht clubs, and golf courses. The city is also a mean of international
banking and finance, business services, manufacturing (including
apparel, medical equipment, pharmaceuticals, printing, and metal
products) and international commerce.
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